Check My Words is a toolbar for Microsoft Word that helps you write more accurately and
fluently. It has all the resources you need to improve your English!

Download Check My Words from: http://mywords.ust.hk/cmw/

Grammar Checking
Press the
button on the Check My Words toolbar to see what common errors learners make with a
word and to see all members of the word family.

Step 1.
Press the Check button to check for common errors:

Step 2.
See the common and potential errors from the English Grammar Guide (EGG):

Word Family
You can also review other
members of the word family
to make sure you are using
the correct form of the word:
simply click to insert a
different form.
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Understanding the Use of Words and Phrases with Word Neighbors
Press the

button to learn how words or phrases can be used together:

Step 1.
Press “Resources > Word Neighbors Collocations”:

Step 2.
Word Neighbors allows you to look up how a word or phrase is used in context in professionally written or spoken
English:

Words Neighbors Interface

A) Show X word(s) before / after:

Example: you want to check whether “go to shopping” or “go shopping” is correct.
In this case, you should
- select Show 0 words before
- select Show 0 words after
- delete the “to” in the text “go to shopping”
- enter “3” to see if any other word occurs in the phrase “go shopping”
- uncheck the Show all word forms.
Then click on the Search button.

Select the number of word(s) to be
shown before and after the input
words / phrase.
B) Span Word(s):
Use to check phrases. Show the
occurrence of words in any phrase.
C) Show all word forms:
Use for both words / phrases. Show
all possible word forms (e.g. ~ing
form, ~ed form, etc.)
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Step 3.
Click “See Contexts” to see complete sentences for any grammatical pattern or word combination:

Step 4.
Word Neighbors shows you the correct usage:
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Check Complex Expressions with Google
You can check less frequent expressions with Google:

Step 1.
Click “Resources > Google Search”:

Step 2.
Highlight any words in an expression you are not sure of in the dialogue box:

Step 3.
Google suggests the word(s) that are normally used in this context:
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Retrieving Vocabulary from Your Personal Word List and Key Word Lists
You can improve your fluency by getting words and expressions from My Words while you are writing!

Step 1.
Press “My Words > Get My Words”:

Step 2.
Check My Words automatically retrieves vocabulary from your personal word list, assigned word lists and key word lists
when you need them! Double click to insert a word or expression in your document:

Step 3.
Word added:
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